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ESPECIALLY READ the PRESS RELEASE near the Bottom of this BROADCAST.!
Then FORWARD onward to as many high level persons as you can. For ROSE is clearly the 
#1 TERRORIST against the USGOV, USMILITARY, and PUBLIC.   !!
CRITICAL Crimes Against Humanity Prevented by URLiDent.com This video broadcast #158 
is http://youtu.be/gp896SCCsAw  is BROADCAST to WORLD on WHY I return to 
JerUSAlem = NewZion2.com and THE VATICAN to enlist all churches to complete my GOD-
CENTERED-MINISTRIES before the world implodes with Predatory Greed. I travel on 
www.BidOnKeith.com for Governments, Corporations, Organizations, Churches, and 
individuals to support my Transportation, Food, Housing, and 'SAFE PASSAGE and SAFE 
HAVEN' from all the criminals and terrorists who SEE their days are numbered by 
URLiDent.com gifted to USGOV and INTERPOL to clearly identify WHO is to be SHUNNED 
by SOCIETY by their own evidence. !
 For this is 100% the laser technology focus on WhereIsRobertRose.com and 
www.FollowKeith.com.  Now Citizens monitor their own actions as well as everyone else to 
hold EVERYONE accountable for their actions and behaviors and PREVENT crimes in the 
first place.   !
  Who CONTACTS all Churches, Associated Press, USGOV officials and PUBLIC for this #1 
GrassRoots Reformation Movement of all time......!!
    Journalists, Public, and USGOV can easily see the TRILLIONS USD of benefits to national 
and international economy of solutions found at top of UNIocracy.com and other websites 
under BuiltBykeith C-Corp banner.!
Example YouTube TITLE: #153 Publish to the world URLiDent.com Builtbykeith prevents 
Crimes, Corruption UNIocracy.com!!
Just WHY is USGOV at federal level refusing to investigate the #1 Cybercrime Terrorist of all 
time?  Everyone simple call 404 679-9000 x2 and ask them WHY Robert Dee Rose has a $1 
Million USD bounty on his head shown on URLiDent.com and not a single solitary USGOV 
agency has ever done anything but protect this terrorist.!!
Call Keith Duncan for in depth interview on WHO IS KEITH DUNCAN as the TRUE MAN OF 
GOD representing all SaveAllNations.com interests.!!
MAJOR UPDATE BROADCAST of www.SolutionBankFraud.com    !
I just pointed this ONE website to the White Paper Press Release Dissertation boiled down to 
ONE single page that is truly worth Multiple Billions of USD and other currencies in 
PREVENTING BANK FRAUD in the first place at the time of each financial transaction.!!
 !
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HERE is the GOOGLE++ Posting and the addition to the YouTube.com video Comment 
Section for the world to finally SEE and UNDERSTAND the changes to the legal and financial 
systems that I have been gifting to mankind for many decades at my own extreme expense 
and peril.  For the CRIMINALS will absolutely HATE being put out of business forever.!!
Here is the Comment section:  !
   This ONE solution is worth Multiple BILLIONS of USD/EURO/YEN/PESOs/etc in 
PREVENTING all Bank Fraud in the first place. This puts all Cyber criminals and thieves out 
of business for-ever.  Every single Financial Institution, Associated Press, Public, Law 
Enforcement, even USMilitary and Churches benefit from these SOLUTIONS that change all 
world economies and legal systems.  This primary Press Release is located at:!
https://www.dropbox.com/s/yp8an02w1zpvsir/BBK20141230SolutionBankFraud-SolutionURL
%23152.pdf?dl=0    for the world to see. !!
    WHO calls Keith Duncan with www.BidOnKeith.com   now as Keith travels the world 
teaching everyone to LOVE and CARE for each other = Keith's original mission here on Earth 
as GOD's #1 Sovereign Ambassador and Emissary.   For Robert Dee Rose  is indeed the #1 
Cybercrime Terrorist clearly shown on SolutionURL.com  and www.WhereIsRobertRose.com 
that I have clearly shown has all the database attributes of the ANTI-CHRIST for his ability to 
elude capture for his multiple crimes against humanity.  He was even born on April Fools Day  
April 1, 1971.  I was born on August 15, 1958 the recognized death date of the original Virgin 
Mary who is reverenced as the Mother of Christ Jesus in 3 B.C. timeframe.  Does everyone 
see the direct connection now between Keith Duncan as the TRUE MAN OF GOD.  For even 
scripture speaks of GOD sending his emissary back to Earth and even HIS representative will 
not know his true purpose until GOD’s timing dictates the revelation shall occur.!!
! Now is clearly the time for all these SOLUTIONS to be exposed through the National 
Media Campaign already devised and being implemented under guidance and mentorship of 
many, many people that I have paid out of my Father’s Inheritance.   For over the past 7 
years, I contracted with Robert Dee Rose for $110,800 USD for 15% ownership of 
homewaves.com and $32,000 with Ms. Bashama aka Tammy Auston to assist her with her 
BashamaCatering.com  business. These two criminal terrorists along with my very ex wife 
Sherry Duncan Norcross GA, and my extremely BULLY Brother Doug Duncan of Cary N.C. all 
filed Temporary Restraining Orders against myself AFTER they had each defrauded me of my 
assets.  This has ALWAYS been the basis for the most incredible and bizarre sequence of 
events that lead to the most PROFITABLE transfer of wealth from the criminals back to all of 
MY COLLECTIVE PEOPLE in biblical and reality terms. !!
    I am currently sitting in a plush restaurant near N. Rodeo Drive in Beverly Hills after visiting 
the Beverly Hills Porsche dealership to look at a sweet 2013 Porsche Panamera 4 door sports 
sedan that I can easily afford as soon as I encounter the FIRST ETHICAL PERSON to 
represent my Constitutional and Biblical rights of my own GOD-FATHER who I represent in 
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HIS entirety and to protect HIS Sovereign ownership rights over his dominion of the Earth and 
Universe.   !
    For this has always been a matter of GOD’s essence of timing.  As I have previously 
warned over and over, GOD will NOT intervene this time if GOD decides that mankind is 
spiraling downward out of predatory greed. This is for the simple reason that even GOD lives 
in REAL TIME and does NOT already know the future of mankind.  He lives Day by Day, just 
like the rest of his creations.  For if God was indeed a time traveler, what good would his 
creations be if all GOD had to do was turn back the clock of time or fast forward to the future. !
! Over this entire timeline of my own life, if I have NOT been enthusiastic or motivated to 
be pro-active, I have been entirely watchful of the human condition around me in order to 
learn at a phenomenal rate so I can provide solutions that benefit all of mankind.!!
! For the NAZI GESTAPO style of Government is indeed Alive and Well in America as 
well as many other nations.   For I have never promoted the violent overthrow of any 
government, especially the USA.  I have been clearly systematically providing the process 
methodology and environment for the most peaceful transition of POWER back to the 
PEOPLE who I adore and love with ever fiber of my mind, body, soul, and spirit.  !!
! Unknown to any governmental authority, all the people who I have been teaching and 
ministering to in extreme ways are already part of my own UNIocracy.com movement.  Today 
I published #155 Thinking Man video from the Hall of Legions and Honor on the SouthWest 
coast of the Golden Gate Bridge along with OTHER critical explanations of the HUMAN 
CONDITION.!!
! I continue with full 100% confidence on GOD’s mission of MERCY and GRACE, looking 
for the NEXT opportunity to be of service to all of humanity.  For during this entire seven 
biblical years of fighting Robert Dee Rose, the Anti-Christ, I have been fully justified to 
spotlight all these criminals who are stealing YOUR assets and creating Crimes Against 
Humanity as well as GENOCIDE against MY PEOPLE who include YOU. Yes even YOU the 
criminals like Robert Dee Rose.  For I have cleared the pathway for your own SALVATION or 
self-destruction based on ONLY your own testimony and confessions of sin before GOD, the 
ultimate JUDGE of everyone including myself.!
 ! For I have earned all the rights to sit at the RIGHT HAND of GOD the FATHER 
ALMIGHTY based on my extreme actions to teach the world how to LOVE and CARE for 
each other and how to Identify the truly psychopath homicidal sinister persons who deserve 
exactly the PUNISHMENT of their evil ways.  This begins with the world-wide manhunt for 
Robert Dee Rose (wife Amy) and his dominion of DEVILS that he has been accumulating 
since his expulsive from University of Georgia way back in the year 1990 era. !
! This happened to be the timeframe when I was on my own WALK to EMMAUS in 
Charlotte N.C. with St Francis Methodist Church that is 100% tied into the Catholic Church.  
Therefore,  the Catholics, Jewish, Methodists, Baptists, Presbyterians, Lutherans, Orthodox 
Greeks, and all other denominations have been dutifully and continuously notified by various 
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means and personal visits WHY I am returning to JerUSAlem and the VATICAN and other 
places of greatest needs. For I have NOT ever been to JerUSAlem = NewZion2.com or been 
in Rome Italy my entire life.  Now is the correct time to return with full support of the PUBLIC 
using www.BidOnKeith.com as my white chariot vehicle of opportunity.  !
! I have seriously not expected to live this long with so many confirmed criminals and 
terrorists wanting me DEAD or isolated from humanity. For I remain the #1 ONE-MAN SHOW 
of all time as I complete all these comprehensive world chaining and life changing solutions 
that truly change our mutual world by restoring Peace, Harmony, and full scale accountability 
for each and every one of MY COLLECTIVE PEOPLE.  !
! In another conclusion, it remains a totalitarian fact that I have not encountered a 
SINGLE ethical person who can actually FOCUS on the criminals who continue to 1. Rape 2. 
Pillage, 3. Plunder 4. and Destroy GOD’s resources. !
! For I have been carrying the weight of the sinful world for over seven years now. No 
one has ever worn my shoes and personally experienced the crimes against humanity 
committed by our own County, State, and Federal Governments all to PREVENT their own 
exposure to the PEOPLE.  For everyone will be CRYING MURDER for HIRE against ROSE 
and his associates as soon as www.WhereIsRobertRose.com is publicly seen as the defacto 
method of exposing CRIMINALS and putting them on Alcatraz style Hunger Games Reality 
islands for them to either destroy themselves at a zero taxpayer funded expense or determine 
they must confess their crimes on live and recorded video feeds to the world and negotiate 
their way back in society by providing restitution to their own victims.  !!
 WHO JOINS UNIocracy.com  NOW before the People’s and GOD’s wrath occurs. Even 
the WRATH of the PUBLIC, a single Federal Judge, Criminal Investigator, Special Prosecutor, 
or other MEN and WOMEN of GOD are really all that has ever been required.!!
I direct the worlds attention to Lamentations 2:2 as well as 2:22 and all the prophecies spelled 
out in between.  For this entire time, GOD has been providing me signs to follow on HIS 
behalf. These are the messages of GOD’s plans for YOU, HIS PEOPLE that are clearly 
shown on these White Paper Master Dissertations as well as the backgrounds of these 
multiple YouTube.com videos that are being re-published and watched by the world. !
 !
Many will claim these revelations are mere coincidences and random truths.  Those who 
actually see the tremendous value and benefits in these Master Teachings will take heed and 
actually follow-through by maintaining Law and Order using these step by step methods I 
have been creating and gifting for many decades. !!
I have indeed been activated to be GOD”s Sovereign Ambassador and Emissary.  I caution 
the world through many repeated broadcasts that if anyone takes issue with the TRUTHS I 
have been teaching, they will be dealing directly with the WRATH of GOD as well as the 
WRATH of those citizenry who See and UnderStand the severe consequences of NOT 
removing corruption and crimes from their own neighborhood and areas of their own 
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influence.   For indeed, these structured methods are now fundamentally complete and ready 
for humanity to actually put into action.  These will indeed destroy many if not most of the 
Man-Made-Laws that have been put on the legal books over the past centuries to protect and 
harbor the criminals who reside within our own governments and who obtain favorable 
treatment with those in underground criminal networks who clearly wish to remain 
undetectable, untraceable, and un-trackable.  !!
  This is a simple task and requires only a little consideration by MY COLLECTIVE PEOPLE 
who are madder than HELL itself that our own GOVERNMENT agents are committing so 
many felony crimes and Crimes Against Humanity and NO-ONE notices or cares.   With a few 
minor exceptions, most people are indeed BLINDED by their own GREED.  The proof is the 
tracking of their assets and wealth accumulated outside of their ethical earnings they list with 
government agencies. When those who have illegally acquired assets see that they are being 
held accountable by GOD and by a truly clean ethical legal system, they will be forced by 
society to change their evil ways. Otherwise, they will be relegated to be shunned by society 
and even isolated on Alcatraz style primitive islands to fend for themselves and live in squalor  
poverty similar to the prisoners of spiritual war have been living for many years.!!
COMPRESSED FINAL PUBLISHED VERSION:!
CRITICAL Crimes Against Humanity Prevented by URLiDent.com This video broadcast #158 
is http://youtu.be/gp896SCCsAw  is BROADCAST to WORLD on WHY I return to 
JerUSAlem = NewZion2.com  and THE VATICAN to enlist all churches to complete my GOD-
CENTERED-MINISTRIES before the world implodes with Predatory Greed. I travel on 
www.BidOnKeith.com for Governments, Corporations, Organizations, Churches, and 
individuals to support my Transportation, Food, Housing, and 'SAFE PASSAGE and SAFE 
HAVEN' from all the criminals and terrorists who SEE their days are numbered by 
URLiDent.com gifted to USGOV and INTERPOL to clearly identify WHO is to be SHUNNED 
by SOCIETY by their own evidence. !
 For this is 100% the laser technology focus on WhereIsRobertRose.com  and 
www.FollowKeith.com .  Now Citizens monitor their own actions as well as everyone else to 
hold EVERYONE accountable for their actions and behaviors and PREVENT crimes in the 
first place.   !
  Who CONTACTS all Churches, Associated Press, USGOV officials and PUBLIC for this #1 
GrassRoots Reformation Movement of all time......!!
    Journalists, Public, and USGOV can easily see the TRILLIONS USD of benefits to national 
and international economy of solutions found at top of UNIocracy.com and other websites 
under BuiltBykeith C-Corp banner.  !
    Just WHY is USGOV at federal level refusing to investigate the #1 DEVIL Cybercrime 
Terrorist of all time?  Everyone simple call 404 679-9000 x2 and ask them WHY Robert Dee 
Rose has a $1 Million USD bounty on his head shown on URLiDent.com and not a single 
solitary USGOV agency has ever done anything but protect this terrorist.!
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Call Keith Duncan for in depth interview as the TRUE MAN OF GOD representing all 
SaveAllNations.com  interests.!!
MAJOR UPDATE BROADCAST of www.SolutionBankFraud.com    !
I just pointed this ONE website to the White Paper Press Release Dissertation boiled down to 
ONE single page that is truly worth Multiple Billions of USD and other currencies in 
PREVENTING BANK FRAUD in the first place at the time of each financial transaction.!!
HERE is the GOOGLE++ Posting and the addition to the YouTube.com video Comment 
Section for the world to finally SEE and UNDERSTAND the changes to the legal and financial 
systems that I have been gifting to mankind for many decades at my own extreme expense 
and peril.  For the CRIMINALS will absolutely HATE being put out of business forever.!!
   This ONE solution is worth Multiple BILLIONS of USD/EURO/YEN/PESOs/etc in 
PREVENTING all Bank Fraud in the first place. This puts all Cyber criminals and thieves out 
of business for-ever.  Every single Financial Institution, Associated Press, Public, Law 
Enforcement, even USMilitary and Churches benefit from these SOLUTIONS that change all 
world economies and legal systems.  This primary Press Release is located at:!
https://www.dropbox.com/s/yp8an02w1zpvsir/BBK20141230SolutionBankFraud-SolutionURL
%23152.pdf?dl=0     for the world to see. !!
    WHO calls Keith Duncan with www.BidOnKeith.com  now as Keith travels the world 
teaching everyone to LOVE and CARE for each other = Keith's original mission here on Earth 
as GOD's #1 Sovereign Ambassador and Emissary.   For Robert Dee Rose  is indeed the #1 
Cybercrime Terrorist clearly shown on SolutionURL.com  and www.WhereIsRobertRose.com 
that I have clearly shown has all the database attributes of the ANTI-CHRIST for his ability to 
elude capture for his multiple crimes against humanity.  He was even born on April Fools Day  
April 1, 1971.  I was born on August 15, 1958 the recognized death date of the original Virgin 
Mary who is reverenced as the Mother of Christ Jesus in 3 B.C. timeframe.  Does everyone 
see the direct connection now between Keith Duncan as the TRUE MAN OF GOD.  For even 
scripture speaks of GOD sending his emissary back to Earth and even HIS representative will 
not know his true purpose until GOD’s timing dictates the revelation shall occur.!!
! Now is clearly the time for all these SOLUTIONS to be exposed through the National 
Media Campaign already devised and being implemented under guidance and mentorship of 
many, many people that I have paid out of my Father’s Inheritance.   For over the past 7 
years, I contracted with Robert Dee Rose for $110,800 USD for 15% ownership of 
homewaves.com  and $32,000 with Ms. Bashama aka Tammy Auston to assist her with her 
BashamaCatering.com  business. These two criminal terrorists along with my very ex wife 
Sherry Duncan Norcross GA, and my extremely BULLY Brother Doug Duncan of Cary N.C. all 
filed Temporary Restraining Orders against myself AFTER they had each defrauded me of my 
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assets.  This has ALWAYS been the basis for the most incredible and bizarre sequence of 
events that lead to the most PROFITABLE transfer of wealth from the criminals back to all of 
MY COLLECTIVE PEOPLE in biblical and reality terms. !!
I have yet to encounter the FIRST ETHICAL PERSON to represent my Constitutional and 
Biblical rights of my own GOD-FATHER who I represent in HIS entirety and to protect HIS 
Sovereign ownership rights over his dominion of the Earth and Universe.   !
    For this has always been a matter of GOD’s essence of timing.  As I have previously 
warned over and over, GOD will NOT intervene this time if GOD decides that mankind is 
spiraling downward out of predatory greed. This is for the simple reason that even GOD lives 
in REAL TIME and does NOT already know the future of mankind.  He lives Day by Day, just 
like the rest of his creations.  For if God was indeed a time traveler, what good would his 
creations be if all GOD had to do was turn back the clock of time or fast forward to the future. !
! Over this entire timeline of my own life, I have been entirely watchful of the human 
condition around me in order to learn at a phenomenal rate so I can provide solutions that 
benefit all of mankind.!!
! Unknown to any governmental authority, all the people who I have been teaching and 
ministering to in extreme ways are already part of my own UNIocracy.com movement. !!
! I continue with full 100% confidence on GOD’s mission of MERCY and GRACE, looking 
for the NEXT opportunity to be of service to all of humanity.  For during this entire seven 
biblical years of fighting Robert Dee Rose, the Anti-Christ, I have been fully justified to 
spotlight all these criminals who are stealing YOUR assets and creating Crimes Against 
Humanity as well as GENOCIDE against MY PEOPLE who include YOU. Yes, even YOU the 
criminals like Robert Dee Rose.  For I have cleared the pathway for your own SALVATION or 
self-destruction based on ONLY your own testimony and confessions of sin before GOD, the 
ultimate JUDGE of everyone including myself.!
 ! For I have earned all the rights to sit at the RIGHT HAND of GOD the FATHER 
ALMIGHTY based on my extreme actions to teach the world how to LOVE and CARE for 
each other and how to Identify the truly psychopath homicidal sinister persons who deserve 
exactly the PUNISHMENT of their evil ways.  This begins with the world-wide manhunt for 
Robert Dee Rose (wife Amy) and his dominion of DEVILS that he has been accumulating 
since his expulsion from University of Georgia way back in the year 1990 era. !
! This happened to be the time frame when I was on my own WALK to EMMAUS in 
Charlotte N.C. with St Francis Methodist Church that is 100% tied into the Catholic Church.  
Therefore,  the Catholics, Jewish, Methodists, Baptists, Presbyterians, Lutherans, Orthodox 
Greeks, and all other denominations have been dutifully and continuously notified by various 
means and personal visits WHY I am returning to JerUSAlem and the VATICAN and other 
places of greatest needs. For I have NOT ever been to JerUSAlem = NewZion2.com or been 
in Rome Italy my entire life.  Now is the correct time to return with full support of the PUBLIC 
using www.BidOnKeith.com as my white chariot vehicle of opportunity.  !
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! I have seriously not expected to live this long with so many confirmed criminals and 
terrorists wanting me DEAD or isolated from humanity. For I remain the #1 ONE-MAN SHOW 
of all time as I complete all these comprehensive world chaining and life changing solutions 
that truly change our mutual world by restoring Peace, Harmony, and full scale accountability 
for each and every one of MY COLLECTIVE PEOPLE.  !
! In another conclusion, it remains a totalitarian fact that I have not encountered a 
SINGLE ethical person who can actually FOCUS on the criminals who continue to 1. Rape 2. 
Pillage, 3. Plunder 4. and Destroy GOD’s resources. !
! For I have been carrying the weight of the sinful world for over seven years now. No 
one has ever worn my shoes and personally experienced the crimes against humanity 
committed by our own County, State, and Federal Governments all to PREVENT their own 
exposure to the PEOPLE.  For everyone will be CRYING MURDER for HIRE against ROSE 
and his associates as soon as www.WhereIsRobertRose.com is publicly seen as the defacto 
method of exposing CRIMINALS and putting them on Alcatraz style Hunger Games Reality 
islands for them to either destroy themselves at a zero taxpayer funded expense or determine 
they must confess their crimes on live and recorded video feeds to the world and negotiate 
their way back in society by providing restitution to their own victims.  !!
 WHO JOINS UNIocracy.com  NOW before GOD’s wrath occurs. Even the WRATH of the 
PUBLIC, a single Federal Judge, Criminal Investigator, Special Prosecutor, or other MEN and 
WOMEN of GOD are really all that has ever been required.!!
I direct the worlds attention to Lamentations 2:2 as well as 2:22 and all the prophecies spelled 
out in between.  For this entire time, GOD has been providing me signs to follow on HIS 
behalf. These are the messages of GOD’s plans for YOU, HIS PEOPLE that are clearly 
shown on these White Paper Master Dissertations as well as the backgrounds of these 
multiple YouTube.com videos that are being re-published and watched by the world. !!
I have indeed been activated to be GOD”s Sovereign Ambassador and Emissary.  I caution 
the world through many repeated broadcasts that if anyone takes issue with the TRUTHS I 
have been teaching, they will be dealing directly with the WRATH of GOD as well as the 
WRATH of those citizenry who See and UnderStand the severe consequences of NOT 
removing corruption and crimes from their own neighborhood and areas of their own 
influence.   For indeed, these structured methods are now fundamentally complete and ready 
for humanity to actually put into action.  These will indeed destroy many if not most of the 
Man-Made-Laws that have been put on the legal books over the past centuries to protect and 
harbor the criminals who reside within our own governments and who obtain favorable 
treatment with those in underground criminal networks who clearly wish to remain 
undetectable and untrackable.  !!
  This is a simple task and requires only a little consideration by MY COLLECTIVE PEOPLE 
who are madder than HELL itself that our own GOVERNMENT agents are committing so 
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many felony crimes and Crimes Against Humanity and NO-ONE notices or cares.   With a few 
minor exceptions, most people are indeed BLINDED by their own GREED.  The proof is the 
tracking of their assets and wealth accumulated outside of their ethical earnings they list with 
government agencies. When those who have illegally acquired assets see that they are being 
held accountable by GOD and by a truly clean ethical legal system, they will be forced by 
society to change their evil ways. Otherwise, they will be relegated to be shunned by society 
and even isolated on Alcatraz style primitive islands to fend for themselves and live in squalor  
poverty similar to the prisoners of spiritual war have been living for many years.!!!
For IMMEDIATE RELEASE.  Keith Duncan  Jan 5, 2015!!
Another BROADCAST to AJC and many others.  After all this extreme time of +7 years, 
Robert Dee Rose remains the #1 Fugitive from Justice that NO one in USGOV or Press has 
ever investigated, convicted, and put on Death Row for a series of 'Perfect clear collar crimes' 
that defy logic and economics. !!
  Simply, everyone go to www.WhereIsRobertRose.com  !!
  It is clear we have no one left in USGOV, PRESS, or PUBLIC who can see and understand 
that the economic drain on our mutual world's economy is devastating to the point of self-
extinction by Predatory Greed and psychopaths who remain hidden from law enforcement by 
their abilities to extort high level officials.!!
  Just HOW was I kidnapped Oct 3, 2011 through Jan 28, 2014 based on ALL evidence points 
to Robert Dee Rose (wife Amy) of HomeWaves.com, finehomeTechnologies.com and 
Caribbean Suppy Services Inc registered Nov 4, 2010 in Florida.  Rose continues to avoid 
charges of Treason, Murder of at least 2 eyewitnesses, Extortion, Treason against the 
USGOV + Military + mega-millionaries that make WaterGate, 9/11 World Trade Towers, and 
even World War II appear to be a simple ' walk in the park' every day occurrence.   Keith 
remains Home-less, not a penny recovered of over $1.2 Million in real assets stolen by a 
single Forged Power Of Attorney shown to Gwinnett County and Cobb County CID divisions 
and many Judges and Lawyers, and ROSE still wants me DEAD.  I even visited Atl AG Sally 
Yates in Sept 2011 to apply for Federal Witness Protection Program BEFORE I took all of 
ROSE's evidence to Langley Air Force Base on Sept 25, 2011 for THEM to manhunt ROSE 
and notify all other USGOV agencies. !!
   It is clear I must return MORE of ROSE's evidence to the USMILITARY since they are the 
LEAST CORRUPT of all agencies according to retired USREP Buddy Dardin who sent me 
personally to Langley VA way back in summer of 2011. Appears Buddy has a lapse of senior 
memory as HE is in bed with Cobb County DA Berry Vic Reynolds and Pat Head who are all 
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guilty of massive and WillFul Obstruction of Justice as well as their own conspiracies with 
Robert Dee Rose and Ms. Bashama.!!
   For everyone involved + the PUBLIC have always been legally notified of their conspiracies 
to prevent their own convictions of multiple felonies as well as crimes against humanity. For 
this has occurred repeatedly throughout mankind's history and no-one appears to care or do 
anything about corruption, terrorism, and crimes except to 'bitch, complain, and turn their 
blinded eyes' away from reality of WHY families and communities do NOT ' UNITE WE RISE, 
DIVIDED WE FAIL AND FALL". !!
    URLiDent.com  is my personal gift to USGOV and INTERPOL for the citizens to monitor 
their own acts and behaviors and report others by showing the criminals own evidence to the 
PUBLIC so that Law Enforcement only has to arrest, seize assets, and place the truly 
dangerous criminals on   the HUNGER GAMES islands at the criminals own expense of 
course. This eliminates the profiteering caused by so many Politicians, Judges, Lawyers, and 
criminal enterprises who run our prison and legal systems.!!
    StNicksList.com   is broadcast to the world for the WORLD to see who is Ethical and who is 
to be SHUNNED by SOCIETY regardless of their wealth and prestige.   !!
   Just WHY has not a single solitary SOUL ever contacted Keith Duncan at his broadcast 
phone #'s, emails, or responded to his THOUSANDS of personal visits to the people who can 
actually HELP take down all these criminals once and for all.!!
    For I PERSONALLY learned all about 'THE SECRET' from my experiences with the DEVIL 
= Mr. Robert Dee Rose (dob 1971.04.01).   This is 100% about ACTS of WISDOM and 
honoring the Commandments of our mutual Creator GOD.!!
      Who contacts everyone NOW about my return to the NewZion2.com and JerUSAlem 
using BidOnKeith.com as my crowd-funding and ProfitShareHolders.com method of!!
  TEACHING THE WORLD how to LOVE and CARE for each other = my original and final 
mission and purpose in life.!!
Maybe my occasional misspellings or improper use of singular words such as GOD, 
CHURCH, REFORMATION, TERRORISM, CONSPIRACY, JUSTICE, EQUALITY, even GOD-
ZILLIONS must be the real reason everyone looks for any excuse to continue 1. Rape 2. 
Pillage 3. Plundering our mutual world.  !!
Media inquiries 
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